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The Finder Suite

The Finder suite contains definitions of the Apple events and other Apple event constructs
understood by the Finder.
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Introduction to the Finder suite

This document supercedes the information provided in Chapter 8 of the Apple event registry.
The old Finder suite was developed before the Apple Event Manager and the Apple Event
Object Support Library were complete.  As a result, it did not support Apple event objects or the
Core Apple events.  The events defined in the old Finder suite are still provided for backwards
compatability with existing applications; the event class of events defined in the old suite is
kAEFinderEvents.  Because the old Finder suite does not take advantage of the current
capabilities of Apple events, applications that wish to control the Finder should always use
the new event suite described in this document.

Applications that need to check for the existance of the current Finder event suite may check
the bit gestaltOSLCompliantFinder of the Gestalt selector gestaltFinderAttr.

Sending Finder Apple events from other computers

The old Finder event suite only accepted the events open selection and print selection from
applications that are running on another computer.  The current Finder event suite has no such
limitation; all events are accepted from local and remote sources alike.

Object Specifiers, Aliases, and File System Specifications

The definitions of many of the constructs defined by the Finder include object specifiers. These
include parameters to Finder Apple events and properties of Finder objects. For most of these,
you can provide Alias Manager alias records or File System Specifications (FSSpec records) in
place of the object specifiers. (The only exceptions are the desktop and the Trash: you cannot
specify these with alias records or FSSpec records.) The Finder performs the necessary
coercions. Similarly, when you get the data for an element or property of an Apple event object
that is defined to be an object specifier, you can request the data as an alias record or an FSSpec;
the Finder will perform the necessary coercion.
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Finder Apple Events and Applications

Although the Finder lets you perform a number of applications involving applications, such as
moving, renaming, and deleting them, you cannot use the Finder—or Finder Apple events—to
control what happens inside an application or its documents. You must send Apple events to an
application to control what happens inside of it.

Using Object Specifiers in Place of Other Parameters

You can substitute an object specifier for any parameter of any Finder Apple event that is not
already defined to be an object specifier. This object specifier must specify a single object. When
you substitute an object specifier for another parameter, the actual value of the parameter is
the value of the default descriptor record for the specified object (that is, the value you get
when you send a Get Data Apple event for the object and do not specify a particular descriptor
type for the result).
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Apple Events Defined in the Finder suite

The Apple events defined in the Finder suite are described in the following sections.  Table 1
lists these Apple events.

Table 1 Apple events defined in the Finder suite

Name Requested action

Clean up Align items to grid lines
Clone Clone a set of objects
Computer Determine values of Gestalt selectors
Eject Eject disks
Empty Empty the trash
Erase Erase disks
Move Move a set of objects
Open Open a set of objects
Put away Put away items on the desktop or in the trash
Restart Restart the computer
Shut Down Shut down the computer
Sleep Put the computer into sleep mode
Sort Order a list of Finder objects
Update Update displayed Finder items to match the information

stored on disk
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Clean Up—align items to grid lines

A Clean Up Apple event asks the Finder to align the items specified in the direct object, or all
of the items in a specified window or on the desktop.  Items are alligned to the grid lines
defined in Finder preferences (i.e., either straigh grid lines or staggered grid lines). Sending
this Apple event has the same effect as activating a window and then choosing Clean Up  from
the File menu of the Finder.  A forced clean up can be done by specifying "by name," "by size,"
"by kind," "by modification date," "by version," or "by comment."  The desktop icons can be
rearanged nicely with the "clean up all" command.

Event Class kAEFinderSuite

Event ID kAECleanUp

Parameter

keyDirectObject

Description: The object specifier for the object(s) to
clean up. If the object specifier specifies
a window, the icons in the window are
cleaned up. If the object specifier
specifies a set of Finder items, the
specified items are cleaned up. If the
object specifier specifies the desktop,
the items on the desktop are cleaned
up.

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional? Required

keyASPrepositionBy

Description: A property ID (pName, pSize, pKind,
pModificationDate, pVersion or
pComment) that specifies the property
to use when doing a forced clean up

Descriptor Type: typeType

Required or Optional? Optional

Reply Parameters

keyAEResult

Description: A descriptor list containing object
specifiers for all of the items that were
cleaned up.

Descriptor Type: typeAEList

Required or Optional? Required
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keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled

Descriptor Type: typeIntlText

Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes

errFinderIsBusy -15260 The event could not be processed
because the Finder was busy
with a synchronous event (e.g.
copying a file)

errFinderWindowNotOpen -15261 The event could not be processed
because the window that it
operates on was not open

errFinderWindowMustBeIconView -15263 The event could not be processed
because it only works in icon
view, but the window was in
list view ("by name", "by
date", etc.).

errFinderCantUseTrashedItems -15270 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
were in the trash

errAEValueOutOfRange -15279 The event failed because the
value specified was outside of
its legal range

other result codes The result code for the specific
error condition (such as a
Memory Manager or Apple
Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Clone—clone a set of objects
The Clone Apple event is a request to clone a set of objects. It is an extension of the Clone Apple
event defined in the Core suite.  The Finder allows the Clone event to specify the location that
the items should be positioned at once they are duplicated to the specified destination.  Also,
the Finder allows the Clone event to specify that conflicting items in the destination should be
replaced by items in the source which have the same name.

Event Class kAECoreSuite

Event ID kAEClone

Parameter

keyDirectObject

Description: The items to move

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional? Required

keyAEInsertHere

Description: The new location for the objects

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier or typeInsertionLoc

Required or Optional? Optional (if omitted, the destination is
placed in the same container as the
source item, and the word "copy" is
appended to its name)

keyReplacing

Description: If true, conflicting items in the
destination will be replaced by items in
the source which have the same name

Descriptor Type: typeBoolean

Required or Optional? Optional

keyGlobalPositionList

Description: A list of points in global coordinates
that specify the position of the items in
the destination, in the same order that
the source items are given

Descriptor Type: typeAEList

Required or Optional? Optional (either
keyGlobalPositionList or
keyLocalPositionList may be provided;
not both)

keyLocalPositionList
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Description: A list of points in local coordinates that
specify the position of the items in the
destination, in the same order that the
source items are given

Descriptor Type: typeAEList

Required or Optional? Optional (either
keyGlobalPositionList or
keyLocalPositionList may be provided;
not both)

Reply Parameters

keyAEResult

Description: A descriptor list containing object
specifiers for all of the items that were
opened.

Descriptor Type: typeAEList

Required or Optional? Required

keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled

Descriptor Type: typeIntlText

Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes

errFinderIsBusy -15260 The event could not be processed
because the Finder was busy
with a synchronous event (e.g.
copying a file)

errFinderCantMoveToDestination -15265 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
could not be moved to the
specified destination

errFinderCantMoveSource -15266 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
could not be moved

errFinderCantOverwrite -15267 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
had the same name as an item
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in the destination which could
not be overwritten

errFinderIncestuousMove -15268 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
were folders that could not be
moved to the destination
because they are ancestors of
the destination

errFinderCantMoveToAncestor -15269 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
were folders that could not be
moved to the destination
because they had the same
name as a folder in the
destination, and the conflicting
item was an ancestor of the
source folder

errFinderItemAlreadyInDest -15271 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
were already in the specified
destination

other result codes The result code for the specific
error condition (such as a
Memory Manager or Apple
Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Computer—ask Gestalt a question
The "computer" event provides access to gestalt selectors installed on the machine.  Usage:
computer CPU.  Result:  a long integer returning the result of the Gestalt call, as defined in
Inside Macintosh volume VI.

Event Class kAEFinderSuite

Event ID kAEGestalt

Parameter

keyDirectObject

Description: The gestalt selector to check

Descriptor Type: typeType

Required or Optional? Required

keyASPrepositionHas

Description: Bits in the result to test

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (If specified, the result of the
Computer event will be typeBoolean
rather than typeLongInteger, and will
be true if and only if every bit that is
set in the parameter
keyASPrepositionHas is also set in the
response from Gestalt.)

Reply Parameters

keyAEResult

Description: The result returned by Gestalt.

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger or typeBoolean

Required or Optional? Required

keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled
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Descriptor Type: typeIntlText

Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes

other result codes The result code for the specific
error condition (such as a
Memory Manager or Apple
Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Eject—eject disks
An Eject Apple event asks the Finder to eject one or more disks. Sending this Apple event has
the same effect as (1) selecting one or more disk icons and then (2) choosing Eject Disk from the
Special menu of the Finder.  Ejecting a disk keeps it mounted on the desktop.  To unmount a disk,
use the Put Away event.

Event Class kAEFinderSuite

Event ID kAEEject

Parameter

key DirectObject

Description: The items to eject

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional? Required

Reply Parameters

keyAEResult

Description: A descriptor list containing object
specifiers for all of the items that were
ejected.

Descriptor Type: typeAEList

Required or Optional? Required

keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled

Descriptor Type: typeIntlText

Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes

errFinderIsBusy -15260 The event could not be processed
because the Finder was busy
with a synchronous event (e.g.
copying a file)
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other result codes The result code for the specific
error condition (such as a
Memory Manager or Apple
Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Empty—empty the Trash
An Empty Apple event asks the Finder to empty the Trash. Sending this Apple event has the
same effect as choosing Empty Trash from the Special menu of the Finder.

Event Class kAEFinderSuite

Event ID kAEEmpty

Parameter

key DirectObject

Description: The direct object, if specified, must be
the trash

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional? Optional

Reply Parameters

keyAEResult

Description: An object specifier to the trash, if it
was emptied.

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional? Required

keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled

Descriptor Type: typeIntlText

Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes

errFinderIsBusy -15260 The event could not be processed
because the Finder was busy
with a synchronous event (e.g.
copying a file)
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other result codes The result code for the specific
error condition (such as a
Memory Manager or Apple
Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Erase—erase disks
An Erase Apple event asks the Finder to erase one or more disks. Sending this Apple event has
the same effect as (1) selecting one or more disk icons and then (2) choosing Erase Disk from the
Special menu of the Finder.

Event Class kAEFinderSuite

Event ID kAEErase

Parameter

key DirectObject

Description: The items to erase

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional? Required

Reply Parameters

keyAEResult

Description: A descriptor list containing object
specifiers for all of the items that were
erased.

Descriptor Type: typeAEList

Required or Optional? Required

keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled

Descriptor Type: typeIntlText

Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes

errFinderIsBusy -15260 The event could not be processed
because the Finder was busy
with a synchronous event (e.g.
copying a file)
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other result codes The result code for the specific
error condition (such as a
Memory Manager or Apple
Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Move—move a set of objects
The Move Apple event is a request to move a set of objects. It is an extension of the Move Apple
event defined in the Core suite.  The Finder allows the Move event to specify the location that
the items should be positioned at once they are moved to the specified destination.  Also, the
Finder allows the Move event to specify that conflicting items in the destination should be
replaced by items in the source which have the same name.

Event Class kAECoreSuite

Event ID kAEMove

Parameter

keyDirectObject

Description: The items to move

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional? Required

keyAEInsertHere

Description: The new location for the objects

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier or typeInsertionLoc

Required or Optional? Required

keyReplacing

Description: If true, conflicting items in the
destination will be replaced by items in
the source which have the same name

Descriptor Type: typeBoolean

Required or Optional? Optional

keyGlobalPositionList

Description: A list of points in global coordinates
that specify the position of the items in
the destination, in the same order that
the source items are given

Descriptor Type: typeAEList

Required or Optional? Optional (either
keyGlobalPositionList or
keyLocalPositionList may be provided;
not both)

keyLocalPositionList

Description: A list of points in local coordinates that
specify the position of the items in the
destination, in the same order that the
source items are given
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Descriptor Type: typeAEList

Required or Optional? Optional (either
keyGlobalPositionList or
keyLocalPositionList may be provided;
not both)

Reply Parameters

keyAEResult

Description: A descriptor list containing object
specifiers for all of the items that were
opened.

Descriptor Type: typeAEList

Required or Optional? Required

keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled

Descriptor Type: typeIntlText

Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes

errFinderIsBusy -15260 The event could not be processed
because the Finder was busy
with a synchronous event (e.g.
copying a file)

errFinderCantMoveToDestination -15265 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
could not be moved to the
specified destination

errFinderCantMoveSource -15266 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
could not be moved

errFinderCantOverwrite -15267 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
had the same name as an item
in the destination which could
not be overwritten

errFinderIncestuousMove -15268 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
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were folders that could not be
moved to the destination
because they are ancestors of
the destination

errFinderCantMoveToAncestor -15269 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
were folders that could not be
moved to the destination
because they had the same
name as a folder in the
destination, and the conflicting
item was an ancestor of the
source folder

errFinderItemAlreadyInDest -15271 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
were already in the specified
destination

other result codes The result code for the specific
error condition (such as a
Memory Manager or Apple
Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Open—open a set of objects
The Open Apple event is a request to open a set of objects. It is an extension of the Open Apple
event defined in the Core suite.  The Finder allows the open event to specify which application
to use to open a document.  Sending an open AppleEvent using this optional parameter has the
same effect as (1) selecting one or more documents and then (2) dragging them on top of an
application.

Event Class kAECoreEventClass

Event ID kAEOpenDocuments

Parameter

key DirectObject

Description: The items to open

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional? Required

key AEUsing

Description: The application to use to open the items

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional? Optional

Reply Parameters

keyAEResult

Description: A descriptor list containing object
specifiers for all of the items that were
opened.

Descriptor Type: typeAEList

Required or Optional? Required

keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled

Descriptor Type: typeIntlText
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Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes

errFinderIsBusy -15260 The event could not be processed
because the Finder was busy
with a synchronous event (e.g.
copying a file)

errFinderCantUseTrashedItems -15270 The event failed because one or
more of the items in the source
were in the trash

other result codes The result code for the specific
error condition (such as a
Memory Manager or Apple
Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Put Away—put away items on the desktop or in the Trash
A Put Away Apple event asks the Finder to put one or more icons on the desktop or in the Trash
back into the folders from which they were last moved. Sending this Apple event has the same
effect as (1) selecting one or more icons—either on the desktop or in the Trash—and then (2)
choosing Put Away from the File menu of the Finder.  The Put Away Apple event may also be
used to unmount volumes.

Event Class kAEFinderSuite

Event ID kAEPutAway

Parameter

key DirectObject

Description: The items to Put Away

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional? Required

Reply Parameters

keyAEResult

Description: A descriptor list containing object
specifiers for all of the items that were
put away.

Descriptor Type: typeAEList

Required or Optional? Required

keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled

Descriptor Type: typeIntlText

Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes

errFinderIsBusy -15260 The event could not be processed
because the Finder was busy
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with a synchronous event (e.g.
copying a file)

errFinderCannotPutAway -15262 An item could not be put away
because it was not in the trash
or on the desktop, or it was
created on the desktop

other result codes The result code for the specific
error condition (such as a
Memory Manager or Apple
Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Restart—restart the computer
A Restart Apple event asks the Finder to terminate all open applications and restart the
computer. Sending this Apple event has the same effect as choosing Restart from the Special
menu of the Finder.

Event Class kAEFinderSuite

Event ID kAERestart

Parameter None

Reply Parameters

keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled

Descriptor Type: typeIntlText

Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes None
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Shut Down—shut down the computer
A Shut Down Apple event asks the Finder to terminate all open applications in preparation for
turning off the power. When sent to the Finder on a Macintosh Portable computer, any member
of the Macintosh II family of computers, or any member of the Macintosh PowerBook family of
computers, the Shut Down Apple event also asks the Finder to turn off the power. Sending this
Apple event has the same effect as choosing Shut Down from the Special menu of the Finder.

Event Class kAEFinderSuite

Event ID kAEShutDown

Parameter None

Reply Parameters

keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled

Descriptor Type: typeIntlText

Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes None
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Sleep—put a portable Macintosh computer into sleep

mode
The Sleep Apple event puts a portable Macintosh computer (the Macintosh Portable or any
member of the Macintosh PowerBook family of computers) into its power-conserving state
known as system sleep. This event has no effect when sent to a computer other than the
Macintosh Portable or any member of the Macintosh PowerBook family of computers. Sending
this Apple event has the same effect as choosing Sleep from the Special menu of the Finder.

Event Class kAEFinderSuite

Event ID kAESnooze

Parameter None

Reply Parameters

keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled

Descriptor Type: typeIntlText

Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes None
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Sort—order a list of Finder objects
The Sort Apple event orders the elements in its direct parameter, and returns the same items in
a new order.  The objects are not changed in any way; this event is only useful for sorting the
contents of a script variable.  The valid sort orders are "by name," "by size," "by kind," "by
modification date," "by version," and "by comment."

Event Class kAEDatabase

Event ID kAESort

Parameter

key DirectObject

Description: The items to re-order

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional? Required

keyASPrepositionBy

Description: The property to test when re-ordering
the items

Descriptor Type: typeType

Required or Optional? Required

Reply Parameters

keyAEResult

Description: A descriptor list containing object
specifiers for all of the items that were
in the direct object, but re-ordered in
the sort order specified.

Descriptor Type: typeAEList

Required or Optional? Required

keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled
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Descriptor Type: typeIntlText

Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes

other result codes The result code for the specific
error condition (such as a
Memory Manager or Apple
Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Update—ask the Finder to update a container
The Update Apple event causes the Finder to immediately check to see if the contents of the
specified container need to be updated.  If new items have appeared in the container, they will
show up in their respective window.  If there are any items whose inited bit is cleared, they
will be positioned, and their bundle information (if any) will be added to the desktop
database.  The Finder will synchronize open folders automatically during its idle processing.
The Update Apple event just causes it to happen right away.

Event Class kAEFinderSuite

Event ID kAEUpdate

Parameter

key DirectObject

Description: The item to be updated

Descriptor Type: typeObjectSpecifier

Required or Optional? Required

Reply Parameters

keyAEResult

Description: A descriptor list containing object
specifiers for all of the items that were
updated.

Descriptor Type: typeAEList

Required or Optional? Required

keyErrorNumber

Description: The result code for the event

Descriptor Type: typeLongInteger

Required or Optional? Optional (The absence of a
keyErrorNumber parameter in the
reply indicates that the event was
handled successfully.)

keyErrorString

Description: A character string that describes the
error, if any, that occurred when the
event was handled

Descriptor Type: typeIntlText

Required or Optional? Optional

Result Codes
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other result codes The result code for the specific
error condition (such as a
Memory Manager or Apple
Event Manager error) that
caused event handling to fail
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Object Classes Defined by the Finder

cAccessoryProcess—accessory process
The cAccessoryProcess object class is the class for desk accessory processes (an open, running desk
accessory).

AppleScript Term accessory process

Superclass cProcess (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cAccessoryProcess inherits all of the properties defined in cProcess (Finder suite).

pDeskAccessoryFile

Description: The desk accessory file from which this
process was launched

AppleScript Term: desk accessory file

Object Class ID: cDeskAccessory

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

cAccessorySuitcase—accessory suitcase
The cAccessorySuitcase object class is the class for desk accessory suitcases (the containers used
by the Finder for desk accessories).

AppleScript Term accessory suitcase

Superclass cSuitcase (Finder suite)
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Properties
The class cAccessorySuitcase inherits all of the properties defined in cSuitcase (Finder suite).

cAliasFile—Finder aliases
The cAliasFile object class is the class for Finder aliases.

AppleScript Term alias file

Superclass cFile (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cAliasFile inherits all of the properties defined in cFile (Finder suite), and also adds
the following:

pOriginalItem

Description: The actual Finder object referred to by
the alias file

AppleScript Term: original item

Object Class ID: cObjectSpecifier

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

cApplication—the Finder application
In the Finder, the cApplication object is the Finder application. It is the object at the top of the
Finder container hierarchy (that is, the object that contains all other objects in the Finder). The
definition of cApplication in the Finder suite extends the definition of cApplication in the Core
suite.
Items on the desktop are accessible via the null container, so all elements and properties of the
desktop container class (cDesktop) are also available from the null container.

AppleScript Term application

Superclass cObject (Core suite)

Properties

pAboutMacintosh

Description: A reference to the "About this
Macintosh" window.  The elements of
the "About this Macintosh" window
includes the list of processes (open
applications and open desk accessories
that were not opened by an
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application) running on this Macintosh.
Each element of the process list is an
object of class cProcess.

AppleScript Term: about this macintosh

Object Class ID: cAEList

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pAppleMenuItemsFolder

Description: The Apple Menu Items folder

AppleScript Term: apple menu items folder

Object Class ID: cFolder

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pControlPanelsFolder

Description: The Control Panels folder

AppleScript Term: control panels folder

Object Class ID: cFolder

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pClipboard

Description: The Finder does not allow items on the
clipboard to be examined or modified;
the 'clipboard' property returns a
reference to an object that is used to
show and hide the Finder's clipboard
window.

AppleScript Term: clipboard

Object Class ID: cClipboard

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pDesktop

Description: An object specifier for the desktop (the
outermost container in the container
hierarchy for the Finder)

AppleScript Term: desktop

Object Class ID: cDesktopContainer

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pExtensionsFolder

Description: The Extensions folder

AppleScript Term: extensions folder

Object Class ID: cFolder

Modifiable? Non-modifiable
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pFileShareOn

Description: If TRUE, indicates that file share is on

AppleScript Term: file sharing

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pFileShareStartingUp

Description: If TRUE, indicates that file sharing is
still starting up

AppleScript Term: sharing starting up

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pFontsFolder

Description: The Fonts folder

AppleScript Term: fonts folder

Object Class ID: cFolder

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pInsertionLocation

Description: The container that contains the
currently selected items

AppleScript Term: insertion location

Object Class ID: cObjectSpecifier

Modifiable? Non-Modifiable

pIsFrontProcess

Description: If TRUE, indicates that the
application is the frontmost process

AppleScript Term: frontmost

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pLargestFreeBlock

Description: The size of the largest unused memory
block, in bytes, that is available for
launching an application

AppleScript Term: largest free block

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pPreferencesFolder

Description: The Preferences folder

AppleScript Term: Preferences folder
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Object Class ID: cFolder

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pSelection

Description: The current user selection for the Finder

AppleScript Term: selection

Object Class ID: cSelection

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pShortcuts

Description: The Finder's "shortcuts" menu

AppleScript Term: shortcuts

Object Class ID: cObjectSpecifier

Modifiable? Modifiable

pShutdownFolder

Description: The shutdown items folder

AppleScript Term: shutdown items folder

Object Class ID: cFolder

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pStartupItemsFolder

Description: The Startup Items folder

AppleScript Term: startup items folder

Object Class ID: cFolder

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pSystemFolder

Description: The system folder

AppleScript Term: system folder

Object Class ID: cFolder

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pTemporaryFolder

Description: The folder used to store temporary
items

AppleScript Term: temporary items folder

Object Class ID: cFolder

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pVersion

Description: The version of the Scriptable Finder

AppleScript Term: version
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Object Class ID: cIntlText

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pVersion2

Description: The version of the system software used
by this Finder

AppleScript Term: product version

Object Class ID: cIntlText

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pViewPreferences

Description: The view preferences object contains
properties that specifies the user's
preferences for items that appear in
Finder container windows

AppleScript Term: view preferences

Object Class ID: cViewPreferences

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pVisible

Description: Specifies whether the Finder's process
is visible. Setting this property to false
has the same effect as selecting the
"Hide Finder" menu item in the process
menu

AppleScript Term: visible

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

cApplicationFile—applications in the Finder
The cApplicationFile object class is the class for application objects in the Finder.

AppleScript Term application file

Superclass cFile (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cApplicationFile inherits all of the properties defined in cFile (Finder suite), and
also adds the following:

pAppPartition

Description: The amount of memory (in bytes) that
the user specifies for launching the
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application. This value is the same as
the “Current Size” value that appears
in the application’s Info window.

AppleScript Term: partition size

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Modifiable

pIsScriptable

Description: True if this application file is high-
level-event aware.

AppleScript Term: scriptable

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Non-Modifiable

pMinAppPartition

Description: The minimum amount of memory (in
bytes) in which the user wants the
application launched. This value is the
same as the “Minimum Size” value
that appears in the application’s Info
window.

AppleScript Term: minimum partition size

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Modifiable

pSuggestedAppPartition

Description: The amount of memory (in bytes)
recommended by the application
developer for launching the
application. This value is the same as
the “Suggested Size” value that
appears in the application’s Info
window.

AppleScript Term: suggested partition size

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

cApplicationProcess—application process
The cApplicationProcess object class is the class for application processes (an open, running
application).

AppleScript Term application process
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Superclass cApplicationProcess (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cApplicationProcess inherits all of the properties defined in cProcess (Finder suite).

pApplicationFile

Description: The application file from which this
process was launched

AppleScript Term: application file

Object Class ID: cApplicationFile

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

cContainer—Finder containers
The cContainer object class is the superclass for Finder containers, such as folders, disks and the
trash.

AppleScript Term container

Superclass cObject (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cContainer inherits all of the properties defined in cObject (Finder suite), and also
adds the following:

pCompletelyExpanded

Description: Specifies whether the container and
all of its outlinable children are
expanded in outline view or not.

AppleScript Term: completely expanded

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pContainerWindow

Description: The window for the container

AppleScript Term: container window

Object Class ID: cContainerWindow

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pEntireContents

Description: The 'entire contents' property of a
container is similar to accessing every
item of the container, but the entire
contents includes items stored within
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containers inside this containers (and so
on to the very bottom of the
containment hierarchy), whereas the
elements of the container only include
those items immediately inside.

AppleScript Term: entire contents

Object Class ID: cObjectSpecifier

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pExpandable

Description: Specifies whether the container is
capable of being expanded into outline
view or not.

AppleScript Term: expandable

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pExpanded

Description: Specifies whether the container is
expanded in outline view or not.  A
container can only be expanded in
outline view if its view is set to one of
the list views (e.g. view by name)

AppleScript Term: expanded

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pPreviousView

Description: Specifies the last list view (by name,
by date, etc.) that this container was
viewed by; see 'pView', below, for a
list of possible return values.  The
Finder will not remember this setting
between restarts.

AppleScript Term: previous list view

Object Class ID: cEnumeration

Modifiable? Non-Modifiable

pSelection

Description: The user selection

AppleScript Term: selection

Object Class ID: cSelection

Modifiable? Modifiable
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pView

Description: How objects in the container are
displayed (such as by name or by date.
The possible values for this property
correspond to menu items in the View
menu:

• AppleScript term: comment
(corresponds to “by Comments”)

• AppleScript term: modification
date (corresponds to “by Date”)

• AppleScript term: small icon
(corresponds to “by Small Icon”)

• AppleScript term: icon (corresponds
to “by Icon”)

• AppleScript term: kind
(corresponds to “by Kind”)

• AppleScript term: label index
(corresponds to “by Label”)

• AppleScript term: name
(corresponds to “by Name”)

• AppleScript term:  size
(corresponds to “by Size”)

• AppleScript term: version
(corresponds to “by Version”)

AppleScript Term: view

Object Class ID: cInteger

Modifiable? Modifiable

cContainerWindow—windows for containers
The cContainerWindow object class is the class for the windows of Finder containers, such as
folders and disks.  The elements of a container window includes all of the items currently
displayed inside the window; when folders are expanded into outline view, the elements of the
expanded folder become elements of the container window they are contained in.

AppleScript Term container window

Superclass cWindow (Core suite)
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Properties
The class cContainerWindow inherits all of the properties defined in cWindow (Core suite).  It
may also recognize pObject, pContainer, pSharableContainer, pFolder, pSuitcase,
pFontSuitcase, pAccessorySuitcase, pDisk, pView, pPreviousView, and pSelection.

cContentSpace—content space
The Finder introduces a new superclass of cWindow, cContentSpace.  A content space is like a
window in that it is an area that may contain objects; however, it is missing many properties
usually associated with windows, such as a position, a title bar, and so on.  In the Finder, the
desktop has a content space which is not a window.

AppleScript Term content space

Superclass cObject (Core suite)

Properties
The class cContentSpace inherits all of the properties defined in cObject (Core suite).

cControlPanel—control panels
The cControlPanel object class is the class for control panel objects in the Finder.

AppleScript Term control panel

Superclass cFile (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cControlPanel inherits all of the properties defined in cFile (Finder suite), and also
adds the following:

pGridIcons

Description: Property of the Views control panel.  If
true, the Finder will snap icons to the
nearest grid point whenever a user
drags them to a new location.  This
property does not affect the location of
icons moved via a script

AppleScript Term: snap to grid

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable
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pListViewIconSize

Description: Property of the Views control panel.
The size of icon used in list windows.
0=mini icons (12x12), 1=small icons
(16x16), 2=large icons (32x32)

AppleScript Term: icon size

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Modifiable

pShowComment

Description: Property of the Views control panel.  If
true, the Finder will display the
comment of an item displayed in a list
window

AppleScript Term: comment heading

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pShowDate

Description: Property of the Views control panel.  If
true, the Finder will display the
modification date of an item displayed
in a list window

AppleScript Term: date heading

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pShowDiskInfo

Description: Property of the Views control panel.  If
true, the Finder will display
information about the size of a disk and
the free space remaining in the top
header of windows displayed in list
view

AppleScript Term: disk information heading

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pShowFolderSize

Description: Property of the Views control panel.  If
true, the Finder will caculate and show
the size of folders in a window
displayed in list view

AppleScript Term: calculate folder sizes

Object Class ID: cBoolean
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Modifiable? Modifiable

pShowKind

Description: Property of the Views control panel.  If
true, the Finder will display the kind
of an item displayed in a list window

AppleScript Term: kind heading

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pShowLabel

Description: Property of the Views control panel.  If
true, the Finder will display the label
of an item displayed in a list window

AppleScript Term: label heading

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pShowSize

Description: Property of the Views control panel.  If
true, the Finder will display the size of
an item displayed in a list window

AppleScript Term: size heading

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pShowVersion

Description: Property of the Views control panel.  If
true, the Finder will display the
version of an item displayed in a list
window

AppleScript Term: version heading

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pStaggerIcons

Description: Property of the Views control panel.  If
true, the grid points used by "grid icons"
is staggered; otherwise, it is a
rectalinear grid

AppleScript Term: staggered grid

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable
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pViewFont

Description: Property of the Views control panel.
The font face used to in Finder container
windows

AppleScript Term: view font

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Modifiable

pViewFontSize

Description: Property of the Views control panel.
The font size used to in Finder container
windows

AppleScript Term: view font size

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Modifiable

cDeskAccessoryFile—desk accessories
The cDeskAccessoryFile object class is the class for desk accessory objects in the Finder.

AppleScript Term desk accessory file

Superclass cFile (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cDeskAccessoryFile inherits all of the properties defined in cFile (Finder suite).

cDesktopContainer—the desktop
The cDesktopContainer object class is the class for the Finder desktop.  The desktop is most
readily accessed via the pDesktop property of cApplication; in AppleScript, the term
"desktop" (pDesktop, the property) is equivalent to "desktop container 1" (the first—and
only—instance of an object of the cDesktopContainer class).

AppleScript Term desktop container

Superclass cContainer (Finder suite)
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Properties
The class cDesktop inherits all of the properties defined in cContainer (Finder suite), and also
adds the following:

pStartupDisk

Description: The startup disk

AppleScript Term: startup disk

Object Class ID: cDisk

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pTrash

Description: The Trash

AppleScript Term: trash

Object Class ID: cTrashContainer

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

The properties pBounds, pID, pIconBitmap, pInformationWindow, and pPosition never return
meaningful data for the class cDesktop.

cDisk—mass-storage devices
The cDisk object class is the class for disks (including RAM disks), tapes, and other mass-
storage devices.

AppleScript Term disk

Superclass cSharableContainer (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cDisk inherits all of the properties defined in cSharableContainer (Finder suite), and
also adds the following:

pCapacity

Description: The capacity of the disk, in bytes

AppleScript Term: capacity

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pEjectable

Description: Specifies whether the disk can be
ejected

AppleScript Term: ejectable

Object Class ID: cBoolean
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Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pFreeSpace

Description: The amount of free space on the disk, in
bytes

AppleScript Term: free space

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pLocal

Description: True if the volume is not a file server

AppleScript Term: local volume

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pIsStartup

Description: True if the volume is the startup disk

AppleScript Term: startup

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

cDocumentFile—document files
The cDocumentFile object class is the class for documents in the Finder.

AppleScript Term document file

Superclass cFile (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cDocumentFile inherits all of the properties defined in cFile (Finder suite).

cFile—Finder files
The cFile object class is the superclass for all Finder objects that are not containers for other
Finder objects. Examples of cFile objects are documents, applications, and control panels.  It is an
extension of the cFile object class defined in the Core suite.

AppleScript Term f i le

Superclass cObject (Finder suite)
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Properties
The class cFile inherits all of the properties defined in cObject (Finder suite), and also adds the
following:

pCreator

Description: The application that created the object

AppleScript Term: creator type

Object Class ID: cIntlText

Modifiable? Modifiable

pFileType

Description: The file type of the object

AppleScript Term: file type

Object Class ID: cIntlText

Modifiable? Modifiable

pIsLocked

Description: Specifies whether the file can be
modified

AppleScript Term: locked

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pIsStationeryPad

Description: Specifies whether the file is a
stationery pad (when users open a
stationery pad, they create a copy of
the file; the original file is unchanged)

AppleScript Term: stationery

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pVersion

Description: The version of the file (displayed at
the bottom of the Info window for the
file); this information is taken from the
file’s 'vers' resource whose resource ID
is 1

AppleScript Term: version

Object Class ID: cIntlText

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pVersion2

Description: The version of the set of files to which
this file belongs (if present, displayed
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immediately below the name of the
file in the file’s Info window); this
information is taken from the file’s
'vers' resource whose resource ID is 2

AppleScript Term: product version

Object Class ID: cIntlText

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

cFolder—folders
The cFolder object class is the class for folders.

AppleScript Term folder

Superclass cSharableContainer (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cFolder inherits all of the properties defined in cSharableContainer (Finder suite).

cFontFile—font files
The cFontFile object class is the class for font files in the Finder.

AppleScript Term font file

Superclass cFile (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cFontFile inherits all of the properties defined in cFile (Finder suite).

cFontSuitcase—font suitcase
The cFontSuitcase object class is the class for font suitcases (the containers used by the Finder for
fonts).

AppleScript Term font suitcase

Superclass cSuitcase (Finder suite)
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Properties
The class cFontSuitcase inherits all of the properties defined in cSuitcase (Finder suite).

cGroup—group
The cGroup object class is the class for groups in the Users and Groups control panel.

AppleScript Term group

Superclass cObject (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cGroup inherits all of the properties defined in cObject (Finder suite).

cInfoWindow—information windows
The cInfoWindow object class is the class for information windows (the windows that appear
when you choose Get Info from the File menu).

AppleScript Term information window

Superclass cWindow (Core suite)

Properties
The class cInfoWindow inherits all of the properties defined in cWindow (Core suite).   It may
also recognize pObject, pContainer, pSharableContainer, pFolder, pSuitcase, pFontSuitcase,
and pAccessorySuitcase, pAppPartition, pComment, pContainer, pCreationDate, pIconBitmap,
pIsLocked, pIsStationeryPad, pMinAppPartition, pModificationDate, pPhysicalSize, pSize,
pSuggestedAppPartition, pVersion, pVersion2 and pWarnOnEmpty.

cInternalObject—internal object
The cInternalObject object class is the class that represents objects that have no external
representation to AppleScript.  Referencing the class of certain objects (e.g. the shortcuts
property or the about this macintosh property) will return a result of cInternalObject; other
than that, cInternalObject is not visible to scripters.

AppleScript Term internal object

Superclass cObject
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Properties
Internal objects have no accessible properties.

cObject—Finder objects
The cObject object class is the superclass for all Finder objects, such as documents, folders, and
disks. It is an extension of the cObject class defined in the Core suite. Unlike the cObject class in
the Core suite, the cObject class in the Finder suite is not an abstract superclass: all Finder
objects are also objects of class cObject.

AppleScript Term item

Superclass None

Properties

pBounds

Description: The rectangle that encloses the object

AppleScript Term: bounds

Object Class ID: cQDRectangle

Modifiable ? Modifiable

pComment

Description: The comments that appear in the
object’s Get Info window

AppleScript Term: comment

Object Class ID: cIntlText

Modifiable? Modifiable

pContainer

Description: The container that the object is stored
in

AppleScript Term: container

Object Class ID: cContainer

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pContentSpace

Description: A content space is equivalent to a
window (windows are content spaces),
but also includes the "window" that
belongs to the desktop (which actually
is not a window, but is a content space).

AppleScript Term: content space

Object Class ID: cContentSpace
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Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pCreationDate

Description: The date and time the object was
created

AppleScript Term: creation date

Object Class ID: cLongDateTime

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pDisk

Description: The disk that contains the object

AppleScript Term: disk

Object Class ID: cDisk

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pFolder

Description: The folder that contains the object

AppleScript Term: folder

Object Class ID: cFolder

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pIconBitmap

Description: The bitmap image of the item

AppleScript Term: icon

Object Class ID: cIconFamily

Modifiable? Modifiable

pID

Description: A constant that identifies the object.
For HFS objects, this ID is unique on a
per-volume basis

AppleScript Term: id

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable ? Non-modifiable

pInformationWindow

Description: The Information window for the object
that is opened via the "Get Info" item
in the "File" menu.

AppleScript Term: information window

Object Class ID: cInfoWindow

Modifiable? Non-modifiable
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pKind

Description: The "Kind" string, as it appears in the
Finder's information window (e.g.
"TeachText document")

AppleScript Term: kind

Object Class ID: cIntlText

Modifiable ? Non-modifiable

pLabelIndex

Description: The index of the label for the object;
labels (which can be changed by the
user) are numbered from 0 to 7.

AppleScript Term: label index

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Modifiable

pModificationDate

Description: The date and time the object was last
modified

AppleScript Term: modification date

Object Class ID: cLongDateTime

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pName

Description: The name of the object

AppleScript Term: name

Object Class ID: cIntlText

Modifiable ? Modifiable

pPhysicalSize

Description: The total storage used for the object, in
bytes

AppleScript Term: physical size

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pPosition

Description: The position of the upper-left point of
the object’s icon, specified in local
coordinates for the window that
contains the icon

AppleScript Term: position

Object Class ID: cQDPoint
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Modifiable? Modifiable

pSelected

Description: True if the item is selected

AppleScript Term: selected

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pSize

Description: The logical size of the object, in bytes

AppleScript Term: size

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pWindow

Description: The window that would open if the
item was opened.

AppleScript Term: window

Object Class ID: cWindow

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

cPrivilege—file sharing privileges
The cPrivilege object class is the class for file sharing privileges.

AppleScript Term sharing privileges

Superclass cObject (Core suite)

Properties

pMakeChanges

Description: Specifies whether the user or group can
make changes to a container

AppleScript Term: make changes

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pSeeFiles

Description: Specifies whether the user or group can
see the files in a container

AppleScript Term: see files
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Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pSeeFolders

Description: Specifies whether the user or group can
see the folders in a container

AppleScript Term: see folders

Object Class ID: cBoolean

cProcess—running applications
A cProcess object is a process: an open application (or an open desk accessory that was not opened
by an application) running on the computer. Processes appear in the Process menu of the Finder
(in system software version 7.0 and later, the menu at the far right of the menu bar).

AppleScript Term process

Superclass cObject (Core suite)

Properties

pAppPartition

Description: The size of the memory partition for
the process, in bytes (see also
pPartitionSpaceUsed)

AppleScript Term: partition size

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pCreator

Description: The creator class of this process

AppleScript Term: creator type

Object Class ID: cType

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pFile

Description: The application file or desk accessory
file that this process was launched
from

AppleScript Term: fi le

Object Class ID: cFile

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pFileType
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Description: The file type of the file this process
was launched from

AppleScript Term: file type

Object Class ID: cType

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pIsFrontProcess

Description: If TRUE, indicates that the
application is the frontmost process

AppleScript Term: frontmost

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pIsScriptable

Description: If TRUE, indicates that this process is
scriptable, and will accept at least the
four required events (open application,
open document, print and quit)

AppleScript Term: scriptable

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pLocalAndRemoteEvents

Description: If TRUE, indicates that this process
will accept remote events

AppleScript Term: remote events

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pName

Description: The name of the process

AppleScript Term: name

Object Class ID: cIntlText

Modifiable ? Non-modifiable

pPartitionSpacedUsed

Description: The amount of memory currently being
used by the process, in bytes (see also
pAppPartition)

AppleScript Term: partition space used

Object Class ID: cLongInteger

Modifiable? Non-modifiable
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pVisible

Description: Specifies whether the process is
visible. Setting this property to false
has the same effect as selecting the
"Hide" menu item in the process menu

AppleScript Term: visible

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

cSharableContainer—Finder containers that may be shared
The cSharableContainer object class is the superclass for sharable Finder containers; folders
and disks are sharable, but the desktop and the trash are not.

AppleScript Term sharable container

Superclass cContainer (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cSharableContainer inherits all of the properties defined in cContainer (Finder
suite), and also adds the following:

pExported

Description: Specifies whether or not the container
can be mounted remotely.  Any container
that is a share point or is contained
anywhere inside a share point is
exported

AppleScript Term: exported

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pGroup

Description: The group specified in the Sharing
window for the container

AppleScript Term: group

Object Class ID: cIntlText

Modifiable? Modifiable

pGroupPrivileges

Description: Specifies whether the group specified
in the Sharing window for the
container can see folders within the
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container, see files within the
container, and make changes to the
container

AppleScript Term: group privileges

Object Class ID: cPrivilege

Modifiable? Modifiable

pGuestPrivileges

Description: Specifies whether guests see folders
within the container, see files within
the container, and make changes to the
container

AppleScript Term: guest privileges

Object Class ID: cPrivilege

Modifiable? Modifiable

pInheritedPrivileges

Description: True if the sharing container always
inherits its sharing privileges from its
parent container.

AppleScript Term: inherited privileges

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pMounted

Description: Specifies whether the container is
mounted remotely via file share by
some remote user

AppleScript Term: mounted

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

pOwner

Description: The owner specified in the Sharing
window for the container

AppleScript Term: owner

Object Class ID: cIntlText

Modifiable? Modifiable

pOwnerPrivileges

Description: Specifies whether the owner of the
container can see folders within the
container, see files within the
container, and make changes to the
container
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AppleScript Term: owner privileges

Object Class ID: cPrivilege

Modifiable? Modifiable

pSharing

Description: Specifies whether or not the container
is a share point

AppleScript Term: shared

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pSharingProtection

Description: Specifies whether or not the container
can be moved, renamed or deleted
remotely.

AppleScript Term: protected

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

pSharingWindow

Description: The sharing window for the object that
is opened via the "Sharing" item of the
"File" menu

AppleScript Term: sharing window

Object Class ID: cSharingWindow

Modifiable? Non-modifiable

cSharingWindow—sharing windows
The cSharingWindow object class is the class for sharing windows (the windows that appear
when you choose Sharing from the File menu).

AppleScript Term sharing window

Superclass cWindow (Core suite)
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Properties
The class cSharingWindow inherits all of the properties defined in cWindow (Core suite).  It
may also recognize pObject, pContainer, pSharableContainer, pFolder, pExported, pGroup,
pGroupPrivileges, pGuestPrivileges, pMounted, pOwner, pOwnerPrivileges, pSharing, and
pSharingProtection.

cSoundFile—sound files
The cSoundFile object class is the class for sound files in the Finder.

AppleScript Term sound file

Superclass cFile (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cSountFile inherits all of the properties defined in cFile (Finder suite).

cStatusWindow—status windows
The cStatusWindow object class is the class for Finder status windows such as the copy progress
dialog and the empty trash progress dialog.

AppleScript Term status window

Superclass cWindow (Core suite)

Properties
The class cStatusWindow inherits all of the properties defined in cWindow (Core suite).

cSuitcase—suitcase
The cSuitcase object class is the class for suitcases (the containers used by the Finder for fonts
and desk accessories).

AppleScript Term suitcase

Superclass cContainer (Finder suite)
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Properties
The class cSuitcase inherits all of the properties defined in cContainer (Finder suite).

cTrashContainer—the Trash
The cTrashContainer object class is the class for the Finder desktop.  The trash is most readily
accessed via the pTrash property of cDesktopContainer or cApplication; in AppleScript, the
term "trash" (pTrash, the property) is equivalent to "trash container 1" (the first—and only—
instance of an object of the cTrashContainer class).  Alternately, "trash of desktop" or "trash
container 1 of desktop" or even "trash container 1 of desktop container 1" are even more verbose
ways of specifying the trash from AppleScript.

AppleScript Term trash container

Superclass cContainer (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cTrash inherits all of the properties defined in cContainer (Finder suite), and also
adds the following:

pWarnOnEmpty

Description: Specifies whether to display a dialog
box to the user before emptying the
Trash

AppleScript Term: warn before emptying

Object Class ID: cBoolean

Modifiable? Modifiable

cUser—user
The cUser object class is the class for users in the Users and Groups control panel.

AppleScript Term user

Superclass cObject (Finder suite)

Properties
The class cUser inherits all of the properties defined in cObject (Finder suite).
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Descriptor types defined in the Finder Suite
Table 8-1 lists the descriptor types defined in the Finder suite.

Table 8-1 Descriptor types defined in the Finder suite

Descriptor type Description

type4BitIcon A 32x32 4-bit icon

type8BitIcon A 32x32 8-bit icon

typeIconAndMask A 32x32 1-bit icon and mask

typeIconFamily A record that contains a family of icon
bitmaps of different bit depths

typeSmall4BitIcon A 16x16 4-bit icon

typeSmall8BitIcon A 16x16 8-bit icon

typeSmallIconAndMask A 16x16 1-bit icon and mask

Key forms defined in the Finder Suite
Table 8-2 lists the key forms defined in the Finder suite.

Table 8-2 Key forms defined in the Finder suite

Key form constant Description

formAlias Specifies a file by alias record or file system
specification.

formCreator Specifies an application file by its four-
character creator type
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Constants defined in the Finder Suite
Table 8-3 lists the constants defined in the Finder suite.

Table 8-3 Constants defined in the Finder suite

Constant Value

cAccessoryProcess 'pcda'

cAccessorySuitcase 'dsut'

cAliasFile 'a l ia '

cApplicationFile 'appf'

cApplicationProcess 'pcap'

cClipboard pClipboard

cContainer 'ctnr'

cContainerWindow 'cwnd'

cControlPanel 'ccdv'

cDemiWindow 'dwnd'

cDeskAccessoryFile 'dafi '

cDesktop 'cdsk'

cDisk 'cdis'

cDocumentFile 'docf'

cEntireContents 'ects'

cFolder 'cfol'

cFontFile 'fntf'

cFontSuitcase 'fsut'

cGestalt 'cgst'

cGroup 'sgrp'

cIconFamily 'ifam'

cInfoWindow 'iwnd'

cPrivilege 'priv'

cProcess 'prcs'

cSharableContainer 'sctr'

cSharingWindow 'swnd'

cSoundFile 'sndf'

cStatusWindow 'qwnd'

cSuitcase 'stcs'

cTrash 'ctrs'
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cUser 'cuse'

enumViewBy 'vwby'

errAEValueOutOfRange -15279

errFinderBoundsWrong -15278

errFinderCannotPutAway -15262

errFinderCantMoveSource -15266

errFinderCantMoveToAncestor -15269

errFinderCantMoveToDestination -15265

errFinderCantOverwrite -15267

errFinderCantUseTrashedItems -15270

errFinderIncestuousMove -15268

errFinderIsBusy -15260

errFinderItemAlreadyInDest -15271

errFinderSharePointsCantInherit -15273

errFinderUnknownUser -15272

errFinderWindowMustBeIconView -15263

errFinderWindowMustBeListView -15264

errFinderWindowNotOpen -15261

formAlias typeAlias

formCreator pCreator

kAECleanUp 'fclu'

kAEEject 'ejct'

kAEEmpty 'empt'

kAEErase 'fera'

kAEFinderSuite 'fndr'

kAEGestalt 'gstl'

kAEPutAway 'ptwy'

kAERebuildDesktopDB 'rddb'

kAERestart 'rest'

kAEShutDown 'shut'

kAESnooze 'snoz'

kAEUpdate 'fupd'

key4BitIcon 'icl4'

key8BitIcon 'icl8'

keyAEReplacing 'alrp'

keyAEUsing 'usin'

keyAll 'kyal '

keyASPrepositionHas 'has '

keyGlobalPositionList 'mvpg'

keyIconAndMask 'ICN#'
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keyLocalPositionList 'mvpl'

keySmall4BitIcon 'ics4'

keySmall8BitIcon 'ics8'

keySmallIconAndMask 'ics#'

pAboutMacintosh 'abbx'

pAccessorySuitcase cAccessorySuitcase

pAppleMenuItemsFolder 'amnu'

pApplicationFile cApplicationFile

pAppPartition 'appt'

pCapacity 'capa'

pComment 'comt'

pCompletelyExpanded 'pexc'

pContainer cContainer

pContainerWindow cContainerWindow

pControlPanelsFolder 'ctrl'

pCreationDate 'crtd'

pCreator 'fcrt'

pDemiWindow cDemiWindow

pDeskAccessoryFile cDeskAccessoryFile

pDesktop 'desk'

pDisk cDisk

pEjectable 'isej'

pEntireContents 'ects'

pEntireContents cEntireContents

pExpandable 'pexa'

pExpanded 'pexp'

pExported 'sexp'

pExtensionsFolder 'extn'

pFile cFile

pFileShareOn 'fshr'

pFileShareStartingUp 'fsup'

pFileType 'fitp'

pFolder cFolder

pFontsFolder 'ffnt'

pFontSuitcase cFontSuitcase

pFreeSpace 'frsp'

pGridIcons 'fgrd'

pGroup cGroup

pGroupPrivileges 'gppr'

pGuestPrivileges 'gstp'
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pIconBitmap 'iimg'

pInformationWindow cInfoWindow

pInheritedPrivileges 'iprv'

pIsLocked 'islk'

pIsScriptable 'isab'

pIsSelected 'issl'

pIsStartup 'istd'

pKind 'kind'

pLabelIndex 'labi '

pLargestFreeBlock 'mfre'

pListViewIconSize 'lvis'

pLocal 'isrv'

pLocalAndRemoteEvents 'revt'

pMakeChanges 'prvw'

pMinAppPartition 'mprt'

pModificationDate 'modd'

pMounted 'smou'

pObject cObject

pOriginalItem 'orig'

pOwner 'sown'

pOwnerPrivileges 'ownr'

pPartitionSpaceUsed 'pusd'

pPhysicalSize 'phys'

pPosition 'posn'

pPreferencesFolder 'pref'

pPreviousView 'svew'

pSeeFiles 'prvr'

pSeeFolders 'prvs'

pSharableContainer cSharableContainer

pSharing 'shar'

pSharingProtection 'spro'

pSharingWindow cSharingWindow

pShortcuts 'scut'

pShowComment 'scom'

pShowDate 'sdat'

pShowDiskInf 'sdin'

pShowFolderSiz 'sfsz'

pShowKind 'sknd'

pShowLabe 'slbl'

pShowSize 'ssiz'
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pShowVersion 'svrs'

pShutdownFolder 'shdf'

pSiz pPointSize

pSmallIcon 'smic'

pStaggerIcons 'fstg'

pStartupDisk 'sdsk'

pStartupItemsFolder 'strt'

pStatusWindow cStatusWindow

pSuggestedAppPartition 'sprt'

pSuitcase cSuitcase

pSystemFolder 'macs'

pTemporaryFolder 'temp'

pTimerItemsFolder 'timf'

pTrash 'trsh'

pVersion2 'ver2'

pView 'pvew'

pViewFont 'vfnt'

pViewFontSize 'vfsz'

pViewPreferences 'pvwp'

pWarnOnEmpty 'warn'

pWindow cWindow

type4BitIcon 'icl4'

type8BitIcon 'icl8'

typeIconAndMask 'ICN#'

typeIconFamily cIconFamily

typeSmall4BitIcon 'ics4'

typeSmall8BitIcon 'ics8'

typeSmallIconAndMask 'ics#'
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